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Mini-Mammouth

+ High quality of welding
The uniform heating system and the 
pressure roller present in the machine 
will provide a better and uniform 
quality welding as shown on the 
thermostatic test.

+ Economical
The machine has been simplified 
to reduce cost and provide an 
easier maintenance. The Mini-
Mammouth will achieve great 
yields with a reduced operational team 
on site.

+ Ecological
The enclosed heating system reduces 
the overall gas consumption. The 
kinetic energy used is electrical, with a 
considerable noise reduction.

+ Safety
The requirements in terms of 
regulation have been checked by the 
French independent body APAVE. 
Different safety systems are installed 
in the machine allowing an emergency 
stop in the event of an operative fall.

• Weight: 265 kg  
• Dimensions: 
      

THE +

MINI-MAMMOUTH: THE LATEST GENERATION

CHARACTERISTICS

+ Light and flexible

+ Secure

+ Easy to use and maintain

H: 1.50 m

L: 1.85 m 
W: 1.20 m

MINI-MAMMOUTH l The +

Placing the roll. Adjusting the roll.



SOPREMA has been developing 
bituminous membranes with an 
automated installation system since 
1998 to provide its clients with an 
alternative solution to overcome 
projects of all sizes, while maintaining 
excellent quality, speed and safety 
on site. The Mini-Mammouth 
is able to  install all types of 
SOPREMA’s full welded bituminous 
membranes (SBS or APP). 

Automated installation with Mini-Mammouth

The Mini-Mammouth provides 
an enclose heating system that gives 
uniformity on the welding throughout 
the membrane, regardless of the 
temperature. The soft pressure roller 
on the machine provides a perfect 
bonding for all types of substrate. 
With a compact dimension and 
weight, the Mini-Mammouth 
can be easily transported in a van. 
No trailer is required.  

Operational Team: Normally the 
operation team is made with an 
operator trained specifically for the 
Mini-Mammouth and two 
additional personnel. One will be 
responsible for the loading trolley  
and the others will be completing  
the overlaps welding and details.

Please refer to the Installation guide 
for a correct installation.

AUTOMATED INSTALLATION

OTHER ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE  

Automated installation l MINI-MAMMOUTH

Box for machine storage on site.          Trolley to move and load rolls. Trolley to move bottles/generator.                                                                                                                   



SOPREMA Group at your service!

www.soprema.com
civilrock@soprema.com
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